Functional reconstitution of lost activity of chemically cross-linked or mutant moloney murine leukemia virus nucleocapsid proteins by trans-complementation.
Intermolecular crosslinking of the retroviral gag structural proteins, capsid (CA) and nucleocapsid (NC), by oxidation of cysteine thiols interferes with virus assembly and infectivity. PD156202 is a dithiobisbenzamide with broad antiviral activity against retroviruses. Treatment of cell free Moloney murine leukemia virus (MuLV) particles with PD156202 induced crosslinking of gag structural proteins and inhibited reverse transcription in mellitin permeabilized virions. Site directed mutagenesis of NC cysteines in the zinc finger of MuLV proviral DNA resulted in virus particles that were noninfectious. The NC mutant virus did not display any intermolecular crosslinking following treatment with PD156202 under nonreducing conditions, which supported that NC cysteine residues participated in PD156202 mediated crosslinking. Replication of MuLV NC mutant virus could be restored by independent expression of wild type NC, making it susceptible to PD156202. These results demonstrate that oxidation of NC cysteines are detrimental for virus assembly and that complementation with wild type NC restored the nucleocapsid protein activity.